SMEC awarded inaugural contract with food producer

31 May 2019

SMEC has been engaged by a large food producer to conduct a maintenance and supply chain process assessment at two of its operations including its main production plant, located in the south of Chile that will determine existing maturity levels, gaps in performance as well as risks associated with structural conditions of assets.

SMEC’s Asset Management team will review, assess and evaluate: costs; maintenance and supply chain processes, link best practices between the client’s maintenance and operations function and their operational results as well as the integrity of assets specific to structures and installations.

The production plant annually produces over 100 KTON of animal oil and 55 KTON of fish flour, which is then exported to clients across four continents.

All work will be executed from SMEC’s Santiago office.
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For more information about SMEC’s Asset Management services visit www.smec.com/assetmanagement